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GENDER PAY GAP REPORT 2022 
 
Introduction 
This report sets out the gender pay gap for DoWAT, explains the key causes of the gap and sets 
out our plans and aspirations to address it. DoWAT is committed to fairness and equal 
treatment of all colleagues at work and we therefore view the gender pay gap with concern. 
We recognise the value of this data, the insights it yields and the opportunity to challenge 
ourselves and improve. Women comprise 75.7% of the DoWAT worforce. 
 
What is the gender pay gap?  
Gender pay is not the same as equal pay. Gender pay is a broad measure capturing the 
difference in average earnings between men and women regardless of the nature of their 
work. Equal pay means that men and women doing the same, similar or equivalent work must 
be paid the same. The following shows the gender pay gap at DoWAT at the ‘snapshot’ date 
(31st March 2021). The gap is largely because proportionately more women work in less senior 
and part time support roles.  
 

Hourly Pay Quartiles 
Lower Lower Middle Upper Middle Upper 

Female % Male % Female % Male % Female % Male % Female % Male % 
84 16 

 
77.8 22.2 

 
72 28 69 31 

 
 
The mean gender pay gap is:       19% 
 
The median gender pay gap is:     20.4% 
 
The proportion of male employees who received a bonus:  0% 
 
The proportion of female employees who received a bonus  0% 
 
Comparison with previous years 
In 2021, the mean pay gap was 19.8% and the median pay gap was 24.5%. Furthermore women 
occupied 65.9% of the highest paid, so there has been some improvement.  
 
DoWAT is committed to understanding its workforce and the factors that may prevent women 
progressing into senior roles. Strategies include: 

 Leadership development strategies and encouraging talented women to think about 
leadership early in their career. 

 Looking at flexible working options and making sure that there are family-friendly 
policies. 
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 Reviewing selection and appraisal processes to ensure that they are fully inclusive. 
 Consolidating its payroll and HR systems so that information is consistent and develop 

reporting systems which identify gaps. 
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